The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, we show that certain known properties of associative radicals cannot be extended to the class of all rings. Secondly, we investigate classes of (associative) rings closed under ideals and subdirect sums in relation to radical and semisimple classes. Much of this is motivated by results obtained for torsion theories in categories of modules by S. E. Dickson and J. P. Jans. We remark that Dickson's work was developed in the more general setting of Abelian categories.
A nonnull class ^ of (not necessarily associative) rings is a radical class in the sense of 12] if it has the following properties:
( i ) Every homomorphic image of an ^^-ring is an ^C-ring.
(
ii) Every ring R contains an ^-ideal, called the ^-radical of E and denoted by m(R), which contains every other ^//-ideal of R.
iii) The factor ring R/m(R) has no nonzero ^"-ideals (i.e., R/m(R) is ^/έsemisimple).
A nonnull class ^/ί may satisfy only condition (i), in which casê /ί can be embedded in a minimal containing radical class by a method due to Kurosh [12] , and refined by Anderson, Divinsky, and Sulinski [5] . Define ^£\ -^fί and assuming ^' a defined for all ordinals a < β, define ^J? β = {K: every nonzero homomorphic image of K contains a nonzero ideal belonging to ^£' δ for some δ < β}. Then *£f^f = U« ~^a is the desired radical class, called the lower radical class determined by ^'.
Assume the class ^€ satisfies the condition (iv) Every nonzero ideal of an ^^-ring has some nonzero ^fέ-ring as a homomorphic image. In this case the class ^/^/ί -{K: K has no nonzero homomorphic images in ^^} is a radical class [12] , called the upper radical class determined by ^t.
A special instance of (iv) occurs when the class is hereditary: every ideal of an ^^-ring is an 2* Two examples. For a radical class ^/ί in the class Stf of associative rings, Amitsur [2] Our first example establishes the nonequivalence of (a) and (β) in the class of all rings. This example was used in [6] to show that not every semisimple class is hereditary. Note that (a) always implies / Π m(K) £ m(I) for / an ideal of K. EXAMPLE 2.1. Let %f denote the class of zero rings (i.e., R 2 = 0). Then %* is hereditary and homomorphically closed. Forming S^%: in the class of all rings, we can assert by [9, Th.3] that ^%* is a hereditary radical class. Now take K to be the ring generated over Our next example involves the class ^f%" also. An ideal J of a ring K is prime in case J, iV ideals of K and JiV £ / implies J £ / or N S I. (Here JJV can denote either the set product or the ideal generated in K by the set product). A ring K is prime if 0 is a prime ideal of K, while I is a prime ideal of K if and only if K/I is a prime ring. As is known, the lower radical class determined by the zero rings in the class Stf of associative rings coincides with the upper radical class determined in j^ by the prime rings in jy\ The example will establish that this is not the case in the class of all rings; however, it shows even more. For [5, Th. 2] We establish the opposite inclusion, using a standard argument, by showing that if K has no nonzero ^-ideals then K has a nonzero image in ^. Let 0 ^ α 0 G JKΓ. Then (α 0 ) 2 Φ 0, where (α 0 ) denotes the ideal generated by
, we get (α x ) 2 Φ 0, and continuing we obtain a sequence {a n } of nonzero elements such that α* e (α^) 2 Φ 0. By Zorn's lemma, select an ideal I of K maximal relative to / Π {a n } = 0. Then it follows that / is a prime ideal of K; indeed, if J/I, N/I are nonzero ideals of K/I then J, N both intersect {a n }. Thus α 4 e J, α y 6 N with i <^ j so that (α, ) C (a<). Then (a,) 2 S /ΛΓ hence a i+1 e /iV and It remains to show then that & §£ &(£/, p 5¥), and to do this we proceed as in Example 2.1, letting R be the ring generated by x, y, z over GF(2) subject to:
It is readily verified that the only proper ideal of R is / = {0, x, y,x + y) and that R 2 , RI = IR, Γ are all nonzero. Thus Re^\ Now I contains J ~ {0, x) as its only ideal and both J and I/J are zero rings. Thus Ie %* £ £?%* so that R is not ^^Γ-semisimple.
We conclude this section with a final remark. In the class of alternative rings let ^€ consist of all simple rings with unit. As shown in [4] , "?/^ is a hereditary radical class. Example 2.1 shows that this is not true in the class of all rings since in that example both K and I have GF(2) as an image, while Je^Γ, hence is the radical of / relative to this radical class. In § 2 we made use of the result of Hoffman and Leavitt which .states that for a class ^// homomorphically closed and hereditary <though not necessarily consisting of only associative rings), each ^' a in the lower radical construction is hereditary and hence £f\Λ? is hereditary. We establish this for associative rings using Theorem 3.1. At the same time we must appeal to [4, Th. 1] Kurosh [12] , a class Sf of rings is a semisimple class if and only if it satisfies the two conditions:
4* Subdirect sums* As shown by
(51) If K e 6^ then every nonzero ideal of K has a nonzero homomorphic image in ^.
(52) If every nonzero ideal of a ring K has a nonzero homomorphic image in Sf then Ke£^. We provide another characterization in THEOREM 
A class 6^ of (associative) rings is a semisimple class if and only if S^ satisfies the following: (a) £f is hereditary. (b) S^ is closed under subdirect sums. (c) S^ is closed under extensions: K/A e S^ and AeS^ implies (d) If I is an ideal of K such that 0 Φ I/B e 6^ for some ideal B of /, then there is an ideal A of K with A £ I and 0 Φ I/A e £f+
Proof. Suppose that S? is a semisimple class. That S^ is hereditary was shown in [4] , while (b) was established in [12] . Also T. Jenkins has shown (c) in [11] Because of its connection to Theorem 4.1, we state without proof a result (unpublished) due to S. E. Dickson. As is known not every radical class is hereditary. However, every radical class is closed under extensions as well as arbitrary direct sums. The majority of the well-known radical classes-e.g., Baer-McCoy, Levitzki, Nil, Jacobson, Brown-McCoy, (von Nuemann) Regular-are hereditary. Consequently, in view of [10] , one might ask if these can serve as semisimple classes for radical classes. However, none of the above mentioned classes are closed under subdirect sums, as exemplified by the ring of integers in the case of the Regular rings, and the ring of even integers for the other classes [cf., Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.6 below] . Recall that a radical class is hyper nilpotent if it is hereditary and contains all zero (hence all nilpotent) rings. We now show that no hypernilpotent radical class can be a semisimple class unless it consists of all rings. integers. Now if A k = (2 k ) for k ^ 3, then E is a subdirect sum of the nilpotent rings N k = E/A k so that E e&.
Then since E/(2p) Ĝ F(p) for p ^ 3, p a prime, GF(p) e ^ and hence Ie& being a subdirect sum of these. Now let (i£) % denote the total n x n matrix ring over a ring K. Each N k is nilpotent so that (N k ) n is nilpotent and thus in &. Then (A fc ) n is an ideal of (E) n and (N k ) n = (E/A k ) n ( E)J(A k ) n , and this implies that (.£% e ^ for each w ^ 1, since Π^3 (A Λ )» = 0. It then follows that (GF(p) ). e f or p ; Ξ> 3 so that (I) n e & being a subdirect sum of the (GF(p)) n . Now Amitsur has shown [1, Th. 4 ] that every ring is a homomorphic image of a subdirect sum of total matrix rings of finite order over I y and this establishes the theorem. REMARK. We are unable at this time to obtain an example of a radical-semisimple class. One cannot simply take the class of all rings K for which P = I for all ideals / of if, by the above corollary. On the other hand if one takes ^/S -{K, 0}, where K is an idempotent simple ring with unit, then it is easy to show that Π^i Ki, K% = K, is not in ^^f.
We conjecture that the class & = £^^', where consists of all idempotent simple rings without unit is a semi-
